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_____  । impotent conclusion. What is to be done with this great 
Contributed by "M. A. (Oxon.)” ¡fact, which all history attests, and which the Bible stamps

i with the seal of truth ? “ They would admit these things
It is not a practice of mine to defend myself from as facts, but deny it as a practice ; examine it as a fact, but 

any criticism that maybe intelligently passed on what I i have nothing to do with it as a practice.” Why? Because, 
write. I have, indeed, little need to do so ; and I have j it seems, the world of spirit has degenerated ! “ In ancient 
not inf requently been instructed by a kindly critic. Unintelli-1 times men communicated with angels, but men now were in 
gent and uninstructive criticism is best left alone,and there is ' a different position. Evil had increased : falsehood had 
not in “Trident's ” remarks anything which I should have increased : and evil spirits in the other world had increased.” 
felt it necessary to notice had he not charged me with This lame conclusion is buttressed by the further considera- 
“ misinterpretation of the Bishop of St. Albans’ teaching.” j tion that “ the man who gave himself up to Spiritualism 
My note was intended to be a rednetlo ad absurdum of forfeited his reason (!) and was brought into a state of 
what does not strike me in the way that it shews itself to terrible danger.” To many of us it seems, on the contrary, 
‘•Trident.” I see nothing honouring to (tod or honourable to that reason was first imported into our theology when we 
man in the doctrine of human duty and Divine intervention j were brought into relation with the world of spirit. Some 
stated by the Bishop in his letter, and re-stated by “ Trident ” ' of us think that we never thought aliout these things before, 
in a very modified form as what the Bishop intended or did : and that our reasonable thought has brought us to a con- 
not intend to suggest. I have not the advantage of ception of God and His ways, of life and its duties higher 
knowing the Bishop’s intentions. Here are his words :— than that even of the Bishop of St. Albans.
“ My dear Mr. Archdeacon,—The feeling is strong among 
Christian people, and gains strength daily, that in our 
present distress we should as a Church anti nation humble 
ourselves before God, and make our supplication to Him to 
cause His anger to cease from us. For we cannot doubt that
our sins have brought those sorrows and distresses 
upon us. We thought vainly a few years since that we 
could double the productiveness of the earth by our skill 
and contrivance. We had become vain in our imaginations, 
and our foolish heart was darkened. We forgot—indeed 
many nmongrus, do openly deny—that it was He, the living 
God, who gave us rain from heaven and fruitful seasons, 
tilling our hearts with food and gladness. So He hath with
drawn! from us the fertilising warmth of sunshine and hath 
sent upon us a plague of immoderate rain and waters.” 
Those words abundantly bear out my reading of their 
meaning. And I entertain no doubt that when stated in 
the ordinary language of daily life, when divested of the 
familiar phraseology which by long use has lost its full force 
and significance, when stripped of cant and plainly put, they 
will be repulsive to most minds which have not become 
warped by a long course of unnatural thought, or equally 
unnatural stagnation. But this is not the fault of my 
“ misinterpretation,” but of the inherent character of1 
the ideas which I have put into plain English. j

_________________________ I
The attitude of the Swedenborgians to Spiritualism has | 

always seemed to me anomalous. They usually deny the 
reality of communion and communication even with the 
world of spirit, and at the same time warn us that it is an 
extremely dangerous thing. The Rev. J. Ashby, as reported 
in a recent copy of the Southport News, is more reasonable, 
though his remarks are tinctured with a similar absurdity in 
some parts of his lecture on Spiritualism. He frankly 
admitted the rapid development of belief in communion 

| with the unseen world. Hundreds of thousands held it ; 
and thousands said it was a delusion and imposture : “ but 
they made no examination, and to them that was the end 

| of the matter.” “ Supposing they said there was no reality 
in these things, then they had to deny all history.” “ When 
they consulted the Bible, the Book admitted these communi
cations as facts, and they were well attested.” This is all 

| reasonable, candid, and fair. But then comes the lame and

Mr. Ashby seems to think that the great use of this 
Spiritualism is to break up gross infidelity. It is a sledge 
hammer to break an otherwise impervious head. “The 
influence of Spiritualism on future scientists was unquestion
able.” It is all that, no doubt. It has rescued many from 
a state of blank negation, a Sahara of lonely doubt and 

! uncertainty, in the midst of which the soul wandered in 
j painful isolation, not knowing if there were, indeed, any 
: God, or anything on which to believe, and on which to rest-
To such it has made, faith possible ; and to them it has re
stored a hope that they had long ceased to cherish. Thisalone 
is indication enough, if any were needed, of its beneficent 
work. But it has also «lone, what Mr. Ashby quite ignores, 
an even grander work in quickening and ennobling the half
dead faith which had lost its vital hold on the mind, and 
was but an empty shibboleth, a form without a spirit. Into 
that shell it has infused a vitalizing energy, and to the 

i mind so quickened all things have become new. Nobler 
ideals, grander conceptions, truer views have burst upon the 
soul, and that faith which was cherished as a mere inherit
ance, laid by and honoured, but not used, has l>ccome the 
mainspring of a regenerated life. This Christ did for 
Judaism. This every re statement of essential truth does 
for the mind that can receive it. Only to few the light 
comes, but when they get it, it is a new light indeed. And 
this is no new thing. How often did the Great Teacher in
His day say the same, “ He that hath ears to hear, let him 
hear.”

Mr. St. George Stock’s book, says the O.rford Magazine, 

is “ not a monstrous polemic penned, so to say, in a fog 
with gall .... nor a rehabitation of outworn 
theories in a modern coat. Academic paralysis of the soul’s 
free play has not touched him. , . . These essays 
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strike us as a late and graceful efflorescence of the school of 

Ifamaner Letters." “ He guides us with masterly pellucidity 
through the dismal and intricate paralogisms of Mr. 
Gillespie. It is not given to everyone to joke on Extension 
and set the table in a roar on the Substratum of Necessary 
Existence.” Portentous in very truth ! And then the writer 
goes on to wig Mr. Stock with admirably sustained gravity 
because he has not packed his essays with proof of the 
reality of the objective phenomena of Spiritualism ! This 
early but hardly “ graceful efflorescence of the school " of 

Young Oxford is a little priggish, but funny enough on the 
whole.

I sec, with not unwarrantable satisfaction, that my 
“ Spiritualism at the Church Congress ” with the notes, and 
advice to investigators which the reviewer in England ran 
his head against so stolidly, is now reprinted in Australia at 
6d. It has already had a very large sale in America, 
having been issued, with some special matter, from the 
Religio-Philosophical publishing-house. The treatment of 
the subject at the great clerical meeting of the year was an 
important fact, and I am glad that I was enabled, by the 
timely and wise generosity of a friend, to set that fact 
before the world. M.A. (Oxox.)

SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS IN FRANCE.
By Dr. Chazarain.

Inour number of February 3rd was a translation from the 
Revue Spirite of a narrative, by Dr. Chazarain, of Paris, of a 
series of séances with the medium Madame Bablin. His nar
rative of further séances is continued in the current number of 
the Revue.

Passing by phenomena which had become familiar to him, 
of musical and other objects floating about the room, he describes 
the incomplete manifestation, at the first of this second series, 
of a child’s form. He says

“A little hand, luminous enough to shew the arm and part 
of the trunk, caressed my face. This disappearing, there were 
sounds of writing on the table, on which pencil and paper had 
been placed. These sounds ceasing—I ought to say that the 
light was extinguished, all hands were interlinked, and the 
medium was immovably fixed in her chair; Madame P. felt a 
paper laid upon her hands, on which, when light was restored, 
we found written, ‘ I have tried to make myself visible, but 
cannot now ; I hope to succeed next time.—Fernando.’

“ On the same circle meeting again, after various phenomena, 
Madame P. said her head and shoulders were touched, and 
presently, in front of her, the form of a man became visible by 
his own light. This disappearing, we heard the pencil in motion. 
On its ceasing, we lighted up, and found two closely-written 
pages, signed ‘Fernando,’ addressed to Madame P., who said 
they related to a subject of close personal concern to herself.

“Next a form became visible in front of Mons, and 
Madame U., and was recognised by them as Madame's 
mother, wearing the head-dress of her province, which she had 
preferred to wear to the end of her days.

“ Then we heard more writing ; that ceasing, Madame F., at 
my side, perceived the figure of her daughter, some years 
deceased, who pressed her hands and kissed her ; then, laying a 
paper on her lap, disappeared. We found, on light being 
restored, this paper covered with beautiful and touching verses, 
alluding to her list days on earth.

“ They who attend such séances in the spirit of serious inquiry 
soon learn that the invisibles cannot always materialise them
selves even with mediums they are used to, and that even when 
they can, they are aided in the operation by the sympathetic 
will of a harmonious circle. This had been the case on the 
present occasion, when four spirits in succession had been 
enabled to manifest their presence and action.

“ Is there not an analogy between the operation of the human 
will and that of the force of an electro-magnetic battery ? 
The will acts upon the muscular system, so also the force of 
the battery. When the concurrent wills of all present move 
the vito-electric currents of a harmonious circle, greater force, 
if not also a greater amount of fluidic material, seems to be 
at the disposal of spirits for operating with. If their opera
tion at séances were regarded under this conjoint aspect, the 

necessity for unity of object and harmony would be inoru valued, 
and we might not hear of so many failures and doubtful 
experiments.”

Dr. Chazarain now resolved, in order to add to the weight of 
his testimony, to hold his future seances at his own home, with 
his own family and friends, Madame Bablin still being the 
medium, and observing—seeing that for these phenomena he 
accepted the condition of absence of light—such rules as should 
preclude the attribution of phenomena to any other than spirits 
as the active operations.

At his first home-séance, fourteen in the circle, on the light 
l>eing extinguished the medium described, in minute detail, the 
apiæarance of a spirit, whose wife and daughter were present ; 
he had also been well known to Dr. Chazarain.

“ The medium,” says he, “ passed then into the tiance ; after 
some rapping sounds, hands touched and pressed us all, the 
objects placed upon the table floated over our heads, the musical 
instruments sounding ; fresh flowers were laid upon our hands. 
There were no flowers in the house before the seance. Then 
phosphorescent hands gradually developed themselves as I pre
viously described. The form of a child was then seen upon the 
table, visible by its own light. It moved about, kissed its 
hands to us all ; w e heard the kisses ; and as the fingers left 
contact with the lips they emitted a soft light and whitish 
vapour. The child disappeared and reappeared three times, 
but was visible altogether for about ten minutes. When I 
afterwards shewed the photograph of iny little Marie all 
recognised it as that of the child-spirit.

“ Then, by my side, apj>eared the well-defined face of my 
mother, deceased at seventy-five.

“ I felt then a large hand laid upon my head ; in reply to the 
question mentally put, ‘ Are you he of whom I am thinking ?*  
the hand gave three taps. My thoughts were of my deceased 
brother. Then came sounds of the pencil ; these ceasing, we 
lighted up and found a little writing on two pieces of paper ; 
on one, * My beloved sisters, I am with you and shall be your 
guardian.—Marie.' tin the other, ‘Seek not thy brother on 
earth ; he is in God s immensity. I am happy to l>e able to be 
with you.—Paul.’ This was the name of my brother. He was 
in the Army of Reserve in 1870. After the battle of Chateau- 
neuf no news ever came from him ; his name was neither in 
the returns of killed nor of prisoners. A spontaneous communi
cation had been received by me through another medium, to 
the effect that he had been killed for plunder by some dissolute 
men of his company. I had thereupon written to the authori
ties to know how I might direct inquiries among the men of his 
company at that period. As if in reference to my letter came 
another scrap of paper, ‘ No vengeance, expiation.’ I received 
this as a lesson on which I pondered.”

Many details of Dr. Chazarain’s communication, which is 
long, have been omitted. He concludes :—

“In these séances we see that spirits multiplied, for our 
instruction, proofs of their presence; communicated directly with 
us ; presented themselves tangibly to us as we had known them 
with such difference of appearance as was inseparable from the 
kind of light by which they revealed themselves ; gave their 
names ; addressed us directly in writing, re-calling circumstances 
known only to us and themselves.

“I have had some further experiences of materialisation of 
great interest, but postpone the relation of them to a future 
opportunity.”

The Young Men’s Christian Association.—An application 
was recently made to the secretary of the Young Men’s Christian 
Association for the hire of the Lower Exeter Hall, for a series of 
lectures on Psychological Science, but this was declined on 
account of the uatuvf of the proposed subjects. Evidently the 
Y.M.C.A. are afraid of Spiritualism, but that was only to be 
expected of an organisation which has ever consistently been 
opposed to any freedom of thought outside of the particular 
lines laid down by their committees. This we believe is one of 
the main causes not only for the dissensions which are known to 
exist in the governing body of the Y.M.C.A.. but also of 
their failure in reaching the special classes for whom tho 
Association is intended. Exeter Hall was opened with a flourish 
of trumpets, and great things were to be done. Yet in a few 
months their membership has not only not increased but has 
been considerably decreased. The day is past for the slightest 
semblance of anything approaching the suppression of freedom 
of thought, and if wise, the officials of the Y. M. C A will recog
nise the fact that the cause of religion is much better served by 
a reverent and earnest study of facte than by tho rowdy sensa
tionalism of the Salvation Army, to which apparently they have 
no objection.
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GHOSTS OF BIRDS AND BEASTS.

The letter of Mr. 8. C. Hall in a recent number of “Light," 
regarding the spiritual appearances of animals, will have doubt
less been read with interest by many persons. The subject being 
one of curiosity probably may elicit illustration and discussion. 
The following experiences, bearing upon it, perhaps may be 
welcome, as additional facts are ever of value.

From an article, contributed by the writer to the Psycholo
gical Review, some years since, entitled “ Ghosts in Tyrol,” the 
following narrative is taken. It was communicated to her by 
H.S.H. the Prince of Solms-Braunfels, who was acquainted with 
a German landscape-painter whose wife’s experience is therein 
recorded.

The Ghost of a Roebuck.
“The wife of a German landscape-painter, resident in Tyrol, 

is a passionate lover of children and animals, and always spreads 
a sphere of enjoyment around herself amongst both. At one 
time this lady had a roebuck, a creature as tame as a pet lamb. 
Each morning early it was accustomed to make its appearance 
at the door of the lady’s chamber to be fell with milk. After 
some time the roebuck fell ill, and its mistress, greatly distressed, 
carried it in her arms a considerable distance to the house of 
the nearest doctor. The doctor advised the lady to leave the 
creature with him, as it was, he said, in a very precarious 
state. She did so, the physician assuring her that ho would do 
all he possibly could to restore it to her in a fair way for 
recovery.

“ The following morning, at the accustomed hour, the lady 
heard the footsteps of the roebuck bounding up the stairs. She 
at once hastened to the door, rejoiced to find, as sho supposed, 
the poor animal recovered and returned home. But, behold J 
on opening it, no roebuck was there at all! Everywhere she 
sought for her favourite, calling him tenderly by his name, but 
nowhere was he to be seen by her ; no one either liad beheld 
him about the place, nor had anyone heard his footsteps except 
herself. Anxious about her pet, in the course of the day the 
lady visited the physician, and, approaching his house, saw ex
tended upon a manure-heap, the body of her roebuck—dead ! 
The creature had been dead some hours—was dead before the 
hour in the morning when she so clearly had heard his footsteps. 
She firmly believed that its spirit had thus come to bid her 
adieu! ”

Dr. Justinus Kerner, in 1835, in Blatter aus Prevorst, 
a periodical edited by him, in conjunción with Eschenmayer 
and other scientific German gentlemen interested in the inves
tigation of occult phenomena, narrates, as follows, regarding

The Spirit of a Greyhound seen at ths time of its Death.
“ The husband of the Frau B., living in M., possessed a hand

some large greyhound, which upon every occasion evinced 
extraordinary attachment to Frau B., and which in return re
ceived great kindness at her hands. This hound had the habit, 
when he desired admittance to the drawing-room, to knock with 
both forefeet at the door, and then to scratch until the door 
was opened to him. This dog once, being overheated, drank 
from a very cold spring of water and caught cold, suffering first 
from a severe cough, and then falling into a decline. Never
theless, ho went daily to the lady to receive his food, until he 
could move no more. A servant was in an upper room with the 
dog, watching him whilst he died, whilst Frau B., sitting in the 
drawing-room on the ground-floor, plainly heard the sound of 
the greyhound knocking and scratching. She immediately 
ascended to the upper story of the house, where she found the 
servant with the dying dog, and inquired from him whether the 
dog had left the room 1 * No, indeed,’ replied the servant, 
‘ that would have been impossible. I have been here all the 
time, and he lies there where you see him, dying.' In a few 
moments the dog was dead.”

• “ The SrerrM of Prvnrst" (“The Sphere!”), Mrs. Crowe's translation 
p. lai. “ the Seeress of Prevorst " being Revelations concerning the inner-life 
of man, and the inter diffusion of a world of spirits in the one we inhabit.— 
Communicated by Justinns Kerner, Chief Physician at Vfeinsbcrg. London: J. 
C. Moore, 12, Wellingtou-street, North, Strand, 1815.

Vide also, in Spiritual Tracts by Judge Edmonds, account 
of a spirit of a fierce dog seen by a young clergyman at 
the time of its death.

The Prince of Solms illustrated the history of the ghost of 
the roebuck by certain experiences of his own.

The Spiritual Form of a Hone
had once been accurately described to him by a friend of his 
and of ours, a lady in private life, a seeress of highly 
developed gifts, the truthfulness of whose remarkable clair
voyant powers had frequently been tested by His Serene High
ness. The seeress described this spirit of the horse as shewing 
a very peculiar “action;” this “ peculiar action ” wasimmedi. 
ately recognised as the marked characteristic by which this old 

favourite would be recognised. The seeress, until she thus be
held the spirit of this horse, had neither seen it in life nor heard 
anything regarding it. Upon another occasion this lady beheld 
in vision, whilst the Prince of Solms was sitting with her for 
spiritual-manifestations, the form of a brother of liis in the 
spiritual world, and exclaimed with surprise that there was a 
bird with him

The Spirit of a Lark |
The late Prince Bernhard of Solms, when a boy, had 
possessed a pet skylark, of which he was extremely fond. This 
circumstance had all but passed away from the memory of his 
elder brother, and was entirely unknown to the seeress, who 
had been a stranger to Prince Bernhard during Iub earth-life.

Since commencing "this paper, a friend of the Prince of 
Solms, of the seeress in question, and of ourselves, calling upon 
us, I asked if he chanced to remember hearing the Prince at 
any time refer to the spirit of one of his favourite horses 
having been seen with him ?

“ Certainly I have,” was the reply of Colonel D. “And 
more than that,” added he, “ I was present with him at the 
seance when the ghost of this horse was described ; and remem
ber the delighted surprise of the Prince when its ‘peculiar 
action ’ was mentioned.

“Our friend the seeress,” ho continued, “had an even 
greater surprise for myself. ‘ Have you ever seen any horse 
with me ?' I asked. ‘ No,’ was her quick reply, ‘ not a home—but 
I have often seen with you

' The Spirit of a bay Pony with white mane and tall I’ 
“ 8he then most accurately gave a description of a pony of very 
striking appearance, which had, during my life in S' uth 
Africa, been for mouths my companion on shooting expeditions 
up the country. I have been on liis back for nine hours at a 
stretch. We were good comrades,” added the Colonel.

The Spirits of Cats and of a Dog
have frequently been observed by a maid-servaint, well-known 
to the writer. This young woman is a great “ sensitive.” She 
is fond of dumb creatures, and has had the care of various 
“pets. ”

The creatures which inordinary parlance we term “dead,” 
continue at times to be around her, and to her as visible as if 
still on earth. She has given me some pretty descriptions of the 
abodes in the spirit-world of these creatures. She has, she 
avers, been taken to see their homes. Little flowery, green 
paddocks, surrounded with hedges of blooming roses, full of the 
richest grass and bright flowers, where the cats gambol about, 
or lie basking in the sunshine, or curled up in the shade, amongst 
the flowers. They were watched and played with, instructed 
and corrected by shining children, who carry in their hands 
white wands, wherewith they appeared to guide the creatures, 
as if they were mesmerising them. Also she described rooms 
where were provided gay-coloured ropes depending from the 
ceilings for the amusement of the spirits of cats and kittens. 
Here also were the angel-children visible, watching and joining 
in the gambols of the creatures with the help of their white 
magic-wands.

The Spirit of a Favourite Canary
appeared to a friend of ours who died in 1877. In a letter 
from my father describing the death-bed of this friend, he 
says :—

“I wish poor P----- in her last illness had not had her
faculties so oppressed by her complaint. I think she could have 
told us something striking. . . . She often said she saw 
people in the room, and lights moving about. You saw her 
eyes following them. Once she saw a dog in the room. 
Another time, ¡he taw little Randolph, the canary, of whichshe teas 
so fond, at Dietenheim, and which died there, come and sing at 
her window. One day she said to me 11 never imagined how 
beautiful it is to go.’ ”

The Souls of Animals
the Seercss of Prevorst places within what she calls * ‘ the dream
ring. ” Here is the very suggestive passage from Mrs. Crowe’s 
translation of “The Seeress of Prevorst.”

* “ It is true that theirs appears to be a dreamy life,—whilst, 
at the same time, she seems to make this ring the representment 
of the ganglionic system, with its magnetic instincts—sympathy, 
antipathy, foresight—which are so prominent in the animal 
kingdoms, especially amongst birds and insects. There e is also 
reason to believe that animals—as horses, dogs, de.—are less iso-
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luted from the spiritual world than human beings are ; and that 
they arc more sensible of the proximity of spirits.....................That
compartment of tho inid-region, which is nearer to and lower 
than tho earth, where human souls arc below the souls of animals, 
our Seeress places beyond the Dream-Riiuj.................. This may
accord with the fact, that spirits from this lower region some
times appear, not only brutified, but actually in the guise of 
animals

Swedenborg
has a different report to give us. He tells us (Arcana Celestla. 
1633) that “ the lives of animals are dissipated a ter death.” That 
all the greater and lesser animals derive their origin from the 
spiritual principle in the ultimate degree ; man alone from all 
the degrees which are called celestial, spiritual, and natural 
(Dirine Love and Wisdom. 364). Noxious animals are from hell ; 
but the mild and useful animals are from the Lord (Arcana 
Celestia, 46), &c., &c.

It would be curious to compare the varied revelations of “ the 
mystics,” and of spirit-seers on the subject of “The Souls of 
Animals.”

Conflicting statements— apparently conflicting—will inevit
ably meet us in this direction as elsewhere.

The writer, however, has faith to believe that in the present 
instance—as well as in the manifold revelations of manifold 
seers given through conflicting forms of religious belief and 
dogma—that by carefid and sympathetic comparison one with 
another, when duly brought into mutual relationships, all these 
“ broken lights ” of revelation will be discovered—this, too, with 
a marvellous exactitude—to supplement each other's short
comings : also to bring forth each other’s affluence of internal 
wisdom. Each great teacher having received his own peculiar 
portion of the Truth-universal—that portion most in harmony 
with his own peculiar mental organisation—-every teacher will be 
needed to stand in his own proper place—every teaching to be 
linked on to every other teaching, before the splendour of the 
rainbow of Truth-universal and Divine, can gladden the 
astonished vision of the seeker after the veritable Truth of God.

A. M. Howitt-Watts.

MR. S. C. HALL ON “SPIRITUALISM,"

We extract the following brief but emphatic advocacy of 
Spiritualism from Mr. S. C. Hall’s book, “Retrospect of a Long 
Life,” announced for early publication by Messrs. Bcntley 
and Son :—

From what I have said concerning so-called, “Spiritualism,” 
in recalling memories of Lord Lytton, Serjeant Cox, Robert 
Chambers, William Howitt, and others, the reader will have no 
doubt that I am a believer in the reality of the phenomena 
known as Spiritualism. So was Mrs. Hall ; as thoroughly and 
entirely as I am.

It is a very long list I might print of persons, entitled to all 
trust, who believe as I do in the phenomena. It has been well 
said by an eminent Roman Catholic divine, “ It is quite impos
sible that about such facts such a cloud of witnesses should be 
all deceived ;” and by a Protestant clergyman of high rank : 
“Testimony has been so abundant and consentaneous, that 
either the facts must be such as they are reported, or the 
possibility of certifying facts by human testimony must be 
given up.”

I do not intend to give any details as to the evidence by 
which belief in Spiritualism is sustained; it would demand treat
ment at some length, for which I have no space : moreover, it 
would be distasteful to many of those who I expect will be my 
readers. Such testimony iuay be easily obtained by those who 
require it; there are six periodical representative publications, and 
some hundreds of printed books that give it fully. In treating 
the subject here,I shall merely strive toanswer the question —why 
should there be any doubt that the spirits of those who have 
been in tho “natural body” can and do communicate, when in 
the “ spiritual body,” lyith the beloved of earth who are yet 
remaining on earth, to be removed thence to another state when 
what is called “ Death ” releases them from earth-bonds ?

I make no appeal, no effort at conviction, no attempt at 
inducing inquiry on the part of those who have no belief in 
an Hereafter—“ the immortality of the Soul.” But to those who 
believe in both I put a simple question. Where is the soul 
when it has ceased to be linked with a perishable body—a body 
that is not the same to-day as it was yesterday, and will ulti
mately be restored to the elements that composed it I

It is not enough for me to say I have had palpable convincing and 
conclusive evidence that those we call tho “ dead” arc “ living,” 
and can and do communicate with us—those who are yet living. 
I hate had such evidence, nut once, but many hundred times, in 
various places and countries, in the presence of persons who 
had never before met, and were totally unknown each to the 
other, under circumstances that rendered collusion out of the 
question and fraud an impossibility, such intercourse with 
“spirits ” continuing to be repeated year after year for more 
than thirty years.

“ We speak what we do know, and testify what we have 
seen;” an I if we arc answered by him who will “answer a 
matter before he hearcth it,” I can but say, as the wise king 
said, “ It is folly and shame unto him.”

Spiritualists, then, demand to be heard on the ground that 
their antecedents are such as to justify confidence—-confidence 
in their integrity and in their capacity for arriving at correct 
conclusions based on the evidence of their senses, sustained by 
then intelligence ; because they have subjected Spiritualism to 
such tests as the Almighty has given them by which to detect 
error and discover truth ; because these things are not done in a 
comer; because alleged facts are attested by tens—nay, by 
hundreds—of thousands, who have witnessed them at various 
times, in several places, now in one' company, now in another; 
testified to, not by “ ignorant and unlearned men,” but by men 
and women of capacious minds, and of great experience in all 
the affairs of life—sound and practical thinkers; who affirm 
that if their testimony on this subject is not to be accepted by 
just and intelligent judges, it must be considered worthless for 
any purpose by any public or private tribunal—that they are 
unfitted for the discharge of any of the duties of citizens, 
because of either cupidity, deliberate imposture, mental in
capacity, or continuous self-delusion.

The highest authorities in the Church of England, and the 
ora-les of the Dissenters from that Church, contend that 
“miníeles” have not ceased, but that they continue to be 
wrought, not only by good angels, but by evil spirits. Thus 
wrote Bishop Hall—“ So sure as we see men, so sure we are 
that holy men have seen angels.” And thus Archbishop Tillot
son—“ The angels are no more deador idle than they were in 
Jacob's time or in our Saviour’s, and both good and bad spirits 
are each in their way busy about ns." Bishop Beveridge con
tends that “ though we cannot see spirits with our bodily eyes, 
we may do so when they assume, as they sometimes do, a bodily 
shape.” I have already quoted Bishop Pearson.

Among Nonconformists there are many authorities equally 
convincing and conclusive. Baxter, in reference to apparitions, 
says—“I have received undoubted testimony of the truth of 
such.” Isaac Watts reasons that “ the appearance of appari
tions is a strong proof of an intermediate state, whence they can 
return for special Divine purposes.” The venerable founder of 
Methodism contends not only that good and evil spirit» worked 
in the apostolic times, but that they are as busy now as they 
were then,—to lead and to mislead, to enlist soldiers under the 
banner of Christ, and to augment the armies of Satan !

“ Millions of spiritual beings walk the earth, 
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.”

Such was the faith of John Milton. I might fill many pages 
with “authorities.”

“ Progress ” is the universal law of both worlds. Responsi
bility never ceases—here or Hereafter. Where Progress ends 
who will dare to say, or guess or speculate—as to the “many 
mansions ” into which there may be many removals I

If there be not annihilation of all we associate with the soul, 
there must outlive this life, affection, memory, reflection, com
parison, intelligence—to use a familiar word, Reason : that 
these faculties are not lost or lessened, but vastly strengthened 
in the soul after its removal from the body. They n.ust be 
exercised : there must be a continual recurrence to the events of 
this life : there wnwt be meaning in the words “ Well done, good 
and faithAil servant,” and in these—“ Depart from mo, yo 
wicked.” Only by the unlimited exercise of these powers could 
there be reward and punishment: without them “Hereafter’ 
would be a sound “signifying nothing ” !

“ For memory lives—of what thou wert and art—
In ‘ many mansions ’ where the soul may dwell;

And to remember is of Heaven a part, 
As to REMEMBER is a part of Hell.”
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If the soul, on its departure from the body, its sometime 

tabernacle—the house in which it has dwelt—loses all conscious
ness of a past, what can be its future 1 If it cease to take any 
interest in things of earth, if the affections are to die when the 
body dies, and although parents, children, friends, while 
“living,” enjoy the bliss that memory brings, the souls re
moved are denied all such sources of happiness,—surely, to 
maintain such a doctrine would go very far to destroy all honour 
and glory to God, all faith and trust in Him, in His justice and 
His mercy, and all the hope that sustains more or less every 
human being born into the world,’and what is, so especially, the 
blessing of the Christian.

Yet Spiritualism progresses, and will continue to progress. 
There are now millions where, twenty-five years ago, there were 
scores. To “stop” it is impossible : as easy would it be to 
stay the inflow of Ocean by a wall of shingles. Our pastors and 
teachers leave the mighty power for good—or for evil—in the 
hands of those who will use, to abuse it, who do use, and do 
abuse, it. I solemnly warn such as are inquirers, neophytes, 
or acolytes, to avoid, as they would contact with a plague spot, 
fellowship and communing with “mediums” who, under the 
sway, influence, and dictation of spirits, low, or base, or evil, 
inculcate principles repugnant to natures that arc good—and 
sometimes teach “ Doctrines of Devils.”

It is a blessed Faith ! that keeps us ever watchful, knowing 
ourselves to be perpetually watched : that gives us conclusive 
and continual evidence how very thin are the partitions that 
separate this world from “ the next”—the next, where ingrati
tude is a crime, and “ sins of omission ” exact penalties as do 
“ sins of commission; ” where those who, having neglected 
their “talent,” are guilty as those who misuse it. “ Inasmuch 
as ye did it not to one of these, ye did it not unto Me,” implies 
condemnation for opportunities neglected, as well as abused.

“ For what we will, yet lack the power to do, 
Be it for good or ill, God counts as done.”

It is a blessed Faith 1 that brings closer and nearer those 
■whom death has not—even for a time—separated from us : that 
makes “ certain sure ” the actual presence of those we love; 
sharing our daily walks : our hourly talks; watching us with 
hopeful love : participating in all our anxieties : in all our joys : 
guiding us, helping us, averting from us evil and the influence of 
evil: bringing around and about us the holy and the good : 
giving us a foretaste of that “overpowering of delight” of 
which the poet speaks : bringing palpably to our hearts and 
minds “ the substance of things hoped for; the evidence of 
things not seen : ” and prompting to continual prayer, that 
when our Lord cometh He may find our lamps bright and 
burning in the Household of Faith.

It is a blessed Faith ! that enhances a thousand-fold the joy 
that is given by the Christian dispensation ; that removes all 
doubts of Hereafter—answering the prayer (I quote the most 
beautiful of our Church Collects): “O everlasting God, who 
hast ordained and constituted the services of Angels and men in 
a wonderful order; mercifully grant that as Thy holy angels 
always do Thee service in Heaven, so by Thy appointment they 
may succour and defend us on earth, through Jesus Christ our 
Lord.”

I conclude this brief summary of my views concerning 
Spiritualism with fervent thankfulness to God for the blessing 
it has been—and is—to me. I do not touch on kindred themes 
that cannot be approached with sufficient reverence—even here. 
It must suffice to say I know that the souls of those who loved 
us, while with us on earth, can, and do, hold communication 
with us now that they are in Heaven. I knoiv it as well as I 
know the plainest and simplest truths—as well as I know there 
are four fingers and a thumb on my right hand. I know also 
that such faith is not only consistent with the Christian religion 
—sustained—nay, inculcated—by the Divine word—but that 
without it there can be no vital Christianity.

Mk. Towns’ Testimonial.—The testimonial to Mr. Towns 
will be presented to him at JNeumeyer Hall, Hart-street, 
Bloomsbury, W.C., on Wednesday evening next. The occasion 
will be also utilised as a celebration of the thirty-fourth anni
versary of the advent of modern Spiritualism. The proceedings 
will embrace a high-class concert, with a few short addresses, 
and Mr. Thomas Everitt has consented to preside. The 
proceedings will commeflce at eight o'clock ; tickets from os. to 
Is. each. We hope there will be a good attendance.

A CANCER REMOVED DURING MESMERIC 
SLEEP.

To the Editor of “ Light.”
Sik,—The Lanett announces the death of Baron Jules 

Cloquet, the celebrated anatomist and surgeon, who died on 
Friday, the 23rd ult., in the 94th year of his age. He was a 
great believer in mesmerism as the following will shew:—

“Account presented to the Royal Academy of Medicine, at 
its sitting of the 16th of April, 1829, by M. Jules Cloquet, 
surgeon of the Hospital of St. Louis, Member of the Academy, 
of an operation which he made of a cancer of the right breast 
during the magnetic sleep, induced by Dr. Chaplain upon one of 
his patients.

“ M. J. Cloquet informs the members of the Academy, that 
a lady, sixty-four years old, went to consult him concerning a 
cancer, complicated with an obstruction of axillary tumours, 
which she had at her right breast. M. Cloquet recommended the 
operation,but advised hertoconsult other meinbereof thefaculty, 
and particularly her own physician, M. Ie Docteur Chaplain. 
The latter had already proposed to his patient and her relations 
this operation as indispensable, but insisted upon other medical 
advice being also taken. M.Chaplain called on M. J.Cloquet after 
the latter had seen his patient, and informed him that this lady 
had for a long time past submitted to his magnetic influence, 
and though her sleep was not usually deep, he thought it might 
be increased, and the operation be effected w'hile it lasted. This, 
in effect, took place, and all was completed in some ten or twelve 
minutes, though they were obliged, before removing the breast 
itself, to dissect the axillary tumours, and to tie up several 
arteries.

“The patient,” says M. Cloquet, “did not betray the least 
symptoms of pain, neither on her countenance, nor by her 
movements, though her arms were free, and not held by the 
assistants; but on the contrary, she talked tranquilly, during 
the whole time, with M. Chaplain and M. Ie Docteur Paillot, 
who acted as assistant to the operator. Only after the operation, 
when they were wiping with a sponge the blood which flowed 
down the hypochondriac region of the right side,she experienced 
very sharp ticklings, which excited the peculiar laugh which 
usually accompanies such a sensation. The patient, on the 
operation being finished, walked back to her bed, and was 
allowed to remain forty-eight hours longer in the magnetic 
sleep. At the end of that they removed the first covering, and 
having dressed the wound, M. Chaplain awoke her. She 
appeared surprised at having been operated upon, having, while 
awake, received no previous notice of it. In a quarter of an 
hour after she was again thrown into the magnetic sleep. 
M. Paillot, who remained with the patient for the first twenty- 
four hours, remarked with astonishment that she betrayed 
none of those symptoms of pain, which usually follow such an 
operation. The two dressings have been made up to the present 
day (the 16th), without exciting the least appearance of pain. 
The phenomena of the suppuration are beginning regularly to be 
established, and everything leads us to believe that the recovery 
will be perfect.”

Dr. Cloquet was the senior member of the Academy of 
Medicine. He was the author of several important works on 
anatomy and surgery, and his monograph, in five volumes, on 
anatomy, was for more than a generation the most trusted work 
on the subject.

“ Truth is stranger than Fiction.”
Adolphe DiwbR.

10, Berkeley-gardens, Kensington,

Will Force.—Authors, as a rule, no matter what their 
private opinions may be on psychological subjects, seldom 
express themselves favourably towards a matter unpopular with 
the general public. Mr. J. Fitzgerald Molloy, however, in his 
novel just published, entitled, “What Hast Thou Done?” 
ventures to touch on the subject by making one of his characters 
express a belief “that there is a certain magnetic force often 
conveyed to men by the good or ill-will of the people, when it 
is united for a common purpose, which acts in some mysterious 
way on those to whom it is directed for their weal or woe. 
You may remember the magicians in olden times made waxen 
Images of their enemies, and melted them before the fire. Thai 
I have no doubt,” said the baronet, “ was merely a form which 
helped to concentrate their minds and intentions on the object 
of their enmity ; it was the force of their wills which wrought 
the evil. It is a matter not usually understood, but there is a 
good deal in it for all that. Now I quite believe the combined 
good wishes—which are the prayers—of the poor will benefit 
me much.”
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THE WORK OF THE C.A.S.

Some time ago we intimated that the Council of the 
C.A.S. had a scheme under consideration which, if earned 
out, would meet a widespread need at the present time. 
Indications are not wanting that in many quarters there 
exists a spirit of inquiry amongst the general public with 
regard to psychological phenomena which only requires a 
little gentle stimulation to prove productive of substantial 
and lasting good to the spiritual movement. Many friends 
have assured us of late that they never know a time when 
the general public were so ready to listen calmly and 
inquiringly to narrations of fact as they now are ; and this 
is further borne out by the revived interest in ghost-ology 
which has recently been so apparent in our magazines ami 
reviews. The crowded audiences which gathered to listen 
to Professor Barrett on Thought-reading, at the London 
Institution and other places, also bear witness in the same 
direction.

In these circumstances we think and believe that any 
attempt to place en eciib’Hce the bases of our special 
knowledge would bo welcomed by a large and increasing 
section of the public. We do not by any means approve of 
forcing psychological facts on those who either do not 
care for or are not ready to receive them, yet we feel that, 
undesirable as this may be, care should also be taken that 
the other extreme is not touched, and a genuine and 
legitimate demand for information left unsatisfied.

We congratulate the Council of the O.A.S. on having 
rightly gauged the situation, and we believe their re-entry 
into the sphere of active work is justified by events. The 
last few years have been times of unrest, conflict, and 
transition, during which public action, if possible;, has 
probably been undesirable. That time, we believe, is passing, 
if it has not already passed away, and Spiritualism has taken 
a new departure, a departure in which it is plainly dis
cernible that the lessons of tin; past, severe though they 
were, have not been altogether unheeded. This augurs well 
for the real progress of the movement, and the eflort now 
being made by the C.A.S. is, we think, undoubtedly a step 
in the right direction.

A few details of the new plan will be found in another 
column, and in drawing the attention of our readers to the 
announcement, we most gladly urge each and every one to 
aid and sustain the Council to the utmost of his ability. 
Much depends upon the C.A.S. for the success of the scheme, 
but far more, we think, rests upon the way in which they are 
supported by the general body of Spiritualists. We do not 
altogether mean in a money sense, though that is very 
important, and is one view of the question which, we trust, 
will receive due attention by those in a position to give. Wc 
were thinking more of that sympathy and kindly eo-opera

tion without which the best planned and pecuniarily 
prosperous concern must inevitably fail. Let us put the 
mutter very plainly. Is the knowledye of a Spiritual world 
and of continued existence after death of any value to you I 
Has it brought new light into your life ! If so your duty 
is obvious, and we would simply say that your Spiritualism 
is worth just so much as it induces you to turn your «-yes 
from self and think of others. That is the practical test, 
and we would urge its application to the appeal made 1>y the 
C.A.S. for aid and assistance in a good work.

That it is good work we firmly believe. The usefulness 
and activity of the years 1874 78, was clearly traceable to 
a very similar course of lectures delivered in 1872 by Mr. 
Gerald Massey, at St. George's Hall. Then, as now, there 
was a spirit of inquiry abroad, and those meetings were 
very largely attended by the general public, and were the 
means of inducing many to investigate Spiritualism. We 
hope that the new era of activity upon which we are 
seemingly entering will tend to similar useful results.

LECTURES ON PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE.

The Council of the Central Association of Spiritualists 
desire, in order to meet an evident demand on the part of the 
public foi information as regards Psychological Phenomena, to 
arrange a series of six lectures during April, Maj-, and June 
next, which, if successful, will bo followed by others. The 
Langham Hall, in (heat Portland-street, can be secured, and 
it is proposed to hold the series on alternate Tuesday evenings, 
at eight o’clock. It will be their endeavour to make them 
thoroughly high-class in character, and at the same time to 
present the subject in a popular and acceptable manner. For 
this purpose the Council are seeking the aid of the best talent 
in our ranks. It is hoped that Dr. G. Wyld will lecture, and Mr. 
T. P. Barkas has already consented to do so, whilst arrange
ments are pending in other quarters, full particulars of which 
will be duly .announced. The subjects already fixed are :—

“ Clairvoyance ; or, the Anti-Noetic Action of Mind as a 
demonstration of the Existence of the Soul,” by Dr. Wyld.

“ Personal Experiences in Psychology,” by T. P. Barkas, 
F.G.S.

Admission will be free to the general public, but to meet the 
necessary expense of hire of hall, fees, travelling, advertising, 
and other charges, the Council appeal to the liberality of Spiri
tualists and those interested in the dissemination of a know
ledge of the phenomena to contribute to a special Lecture Fund 
for this purpose. All donations will lie acknowledged in 
“ Light,” and a balance-sheet published in duo course.

A few seats will be reserved, the cost of which for the 
course of six lectures will be one guinea. The tickets will be 
transferable, and it is hoped friends in the Metropolis will, 
therefore, more readily subscribe for them as, if unable always 
to make personal use of the tickets, they can lend them 
to others interested in the subject.

It is hoped that the above will commend itself to Spiritualists, 
and that they will feel disposed to sustain the Council in their 
proposed work by personal aid and sympathy.

Communications and applications for tickets to be addressed 
to Mr. Thos. Blyton, 38, Great Russell-strcet, W.C.

OBITUARY.
Rogers.—Passed to the Higher Life, on the 16th inst., aged 

24 years, Frank, the very dear son of Edmund Dawson and 
Sophia Jane Rogers, of Rose Villa, Church End, Finchley.

They do not die, 
Nor lose their mortal sympathy, 
Nor change to us.—In Menwriam.

SriRiTt alism ani> Science.—On Monday evening last, at the 
Fortnightly Discussion Meeting of the C.A.S., 38, Great 
Kussell-street, Mr. J. W. Slater, editor of the Journal of Sricnte, 
read a very able paper on “ Spiritualism from a Scientific Point 
of View.” We shall have the pleasure of placing this paper 
before our readers in the next number of “ Light.”

Mk. Sinnett.—Wc hear that Mr. Sinnett, author of “The 
Occult World,” is about to leave India for England, if indeed ho 
has not already done so. It is probable that Mr. Sinnett may 
determine to make England his future h<>me.
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FAITH IN THE WONDERFUL.

*■ 1 doubt me,” says Rabelais, “ that you do not 
thoroughly believe the truth of this strange narration ! 
Though you believe it not, I care not much ; but an 
honest man, and of good judgment, believeth still what 
is told him, and that which he finds written.”

Although the supply of honest men of this description 
would certainly be found, in our day, unequal to the 
demand, a candid spirit of inquiry cannot be too strongly 
inculcated. It is hard even to blame the man who admits 
indifferent premises for the sake of securing the widest 
possible scope to the argument he mistrusts.

Lord Bacon declared that he would rather be so super
stitious as to believe in all the fables of the Talmud, than in 
nothing but what his senses discovered to him.

Addison, with characteristic politeness, begs that they 
who cannot yield their credence to anything supernatural 
will be so good as to abstain from disturbing the faith of 
those who can.

Wordsworth preferred the rustic ignorance of those 
whom owls affright with presages of evils, or magpies 
flutter with hope of lucky chances, to being without belief 
of something beyond what human powers can discover.

Pride of position, pride of profession, and, most mani
festly, pride of being on the popular side—-to one or otlier 
of these may no doubt be attributed much of the disfavour 
—not to say hostility—with which every new doctrine, 
every new discovery, not in harmony with the persuasion or 
expectation of the multitude, is received.

“ Philosophers do not,” remarked Mrs. Crowe, “ quarrel 
with a new metal, or a new plant ; and even a new comet, or 
a new island, has a fair chance of being well received ; while, 
on the other hand, any new discovery tending to throw 
light on what most deeply concerns us—namely, our own 
being—must l<e prepared to encounter a storm of angry 
persecution. The passions and interest of opposers become 
involved in the dispute ; investigators become partisans. 
Having declared against a thing at the outset, it is 
important that it should not be true—nor should it, if 
they can help it."

Let us at least hope that the foul spirit of ignorance 
and prejudice which put Galileo to the torture for a true 
discovery, and, in a later age, nicknamed the first American 
steamboat “ Fulton’s Folly,” is not to l>e resuscitated in 
our day.

That phenomena possessing most of the distinctive 
features of what are called spirit manifestations, are by no 
means of recent origin, many authentic records in France, 
England, the United States, Ac., Ac., abundantly prove : 
the German chronicles, in particular, dating as far back as 
A.D. 1135. How many curious histories of a similar kind, 
belonging to a period when the means for the transmission 
of knowledge were limited and imperfect, have mingled with 
the dust of ages, it is impossible to estimate. Enough 
remains at our command to shew that modern practitionei-s 
only follow a path and system worked out and trodden for 
centuries. When, some thirty years since, America trans
mitted to us the first instalment of this shadowy mer
chandise, it was received with irony and ridicule. The 
Press raised an almost unanimous shout of reprobation, 
seasoned with choice satire', in the face of which it was 
hardly to be expected that the small section of the public 
who attended the séances would have courage to bear in
dependent witness to what was really noteworthy in that 
which they saw—or would have got a fair hearing, if they 
had. The circumstance that money was taken at these 
“ entertainments,” was of itself damnatory of their reputa
tion. The conclusion was at once arrived at that the whole 
affair was one of gain—its speculations purely monetary— 
that it was, in fact, a mere swindling apparatus, aimed at

the feeble and fanciful mind, and endowed with no inore 
extraordinary characteristic than might be developed by 
the tricksy fingers and ventriloquial gifts of the professors. 
Little stress was laid upon the injurious influence which the 
system might possibly exercise on the minds and consciences 
of men. It was abused simply because to produce a pecking 
noise somewhere alxjut the legs of the table, and call it a 
voice from the unseen world, when it wasn't, was a cheat, 
and everyl>ody who paid his half-crown, and sat to hear it 
so called, was both a victim and an accomplice.

Never yet was anything so open to th<’ shafts of wit. 
The greatest booby might, for once, chuckle safely over a 
joke of his own begetting. Numbeis; of the species improved 
the opi>ortunity. The exjieriments were perpetually break
ing down—the machinery stopping—the phenomena collaps
ing—the media declaring that, in such an unfaithful circle, 
nothing could lx> effected. How, then, was it that the pains 
taken to put an end to this new and startling theory, met 
with such signal ill-success 2 The “ spirit” manifestations 
throve upon their repeated exposures, incurred a deeper and 
deeper debt to their opponents, lived -and flourished, and 
invaded every circle of educated society. The truth is that 
the sentiment to which they directly appealed lies at the very 
root of human sympathy. There ridicule is no match for that 
forceful feeling, and, consequently, when it became apparent 
that the satirists had not been searchers, the great majority 
ceased to attach importance to their dicta, and preferred to 
investigate for themselves. The premature judgment passed 
upon “ Spiritualism ” has tended to its preservation. For, 
while the monotonous and conventional character of the 
more familiar phenomena, and the absence of any substantive 
results, might have in time wearied the inquirers, the crude 
attempts at explanation, failing one after another to reach 
the question, demonstrated the existence of an unsolved 
mystery, and piqued curiosity.

The great error on the part of the shrewd intelligent 
men who attended séances for the purpose of denouncing 
them through the Press, was in deciding that there was no 

element of truth in the whole concern. By suffering that 
little grain of truth to escape them, permanent vitality was 
imparted to the system. The inquiry—if meant to be 
exhaustive—demanded patience -even indulgence. The 
notorious fact thut many eminent men in America had 
admitted the matter into earnest counsel, would alone have 
justified a closer investigation. The American public have 
not, as a rule, been found more gullible than the British, nor 
less tenacious on the important subject of money’s worth. 
Ridicule and barren denial, those choice weapons from the 
fools’ armoury, were the instruments selected for the 
demolition of the “ spirit ” theories, the consequence—easily 
foretold- -being that they exist, unravelled, to this hour.

Any who have taken the trouble to jieruse the works 
of Allan Kardec (“ Ixí Livre des Esprits,” and its sequel, 
“ Le Livre des Médiums ”) on this singular subject, will 
acknowledge that there are ways of putting a matter which, 
if they do not convince, at least command a certain
degree of respect, and can 
with a regular controversy.

scarcely be met, except 
The views of the French

Spiritualist, moreover, often approximate very closely to 
those of orthodox professors, and his inferential conjectures 
are not wilder than many which, in science, now form the 
established bases of many a stately column of truth.

The concluding paragraph of M. Kardec's work is not 
without its force and significance.

“ The adversaries of Spiritualism will doubtless tell ub 
that it is for us to prove the reality of the manifestations. 
We do so, both by fact and argument. If. then, they 
admit neither the one nor the other, if they deny what 
their eyes behold, it is for them to shew that our reasoning 
is illogical, and our facts impossible.”

Of the many curious features of Spiritualism brought to 
| my notice, both in America and England, none were more
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remarkable than the communications alleged to have been 
received, through the instrumentality of media, from 
eminent men who had passed from the scene of their earthly 
triumphs.

At the time I visited Boston, U.S., in 1851, the writings 
of Edgar Poe (then deceased) had not attained the celebrity 
subsequently accorded to them. His curious poem, “The 
Raven,” published in the Illitgh'titrd London N>n-g, and 
since principally known, like many other pieces of nice 
desert, by its numerous burlesque imitations, affords but an 
imperfect example of his style of thought and diction. 
Written with excessive care and labour, it must, after all. 
l>e considered rather as a finished specimen of poetic 
mechanism, than as a fair reHex of the writer’s singular 
and most sensitive mind. Other poems, flowing more un
restrainedly from his fruitful but morbid fancy, will enable 
the reader, should he recall them, to judge more accurately 
of the vraifemblance suggested by some lines I am about to 
quote—dictated by a medium, Mrs. Lydia Tenney, at a 
magnetic circle, at Georgetown, Massachusetts.

“ O the dark, the awful chasm !
O the fearful spirit-spasm !
Wrought by unresisted passion

In my heart !
Fancies joyous, but alluring 
Love most pure, but unenduring, 
From time to time with pain securing 

Each a part.
Then came dreams, so soft and holy, 
Over roses wandering slowly. 
With sweet music stealing lowly

On mine ear.”
Through the same medium—who, by the way. repudiated 

for herself all claim to poetic fire, positively averring that 
she was unable to write a line uninfluenced by another will 
— we obtained the following, the production of another 
unfortunate child of song—Macdonald Clarke, known as 
the “ Mad Poet ’’—who had died, two years before, in an 
asylum for the insane. I was informed by my friend 
Mr. Epes Sargent (no mean judge), that the tone, style, 
and manner of the poet were reproduced in these lines with 
rare felicity.

MARY O’SHANE.
“ Como listen to me, while I sing unto thee, 

Of a cot in a flower hedged lane,
Where, near the deep sea, with a spirit as free, 

Dwelt a maiden called Mary O’Shane.
Brave Mary—my Mary—Mary O'Shane.

O my heart wanders back, through the old beaten track, 
Wept over so often in vain ;

And the years roll away, bringing back the last day, 
I parted from Mary O'Shane.
Dear Mary—my Mary—Mary O’Shanc.

Through the long idle days I sang to her lays 
From my own wild wandering brain—

While lingering near, with a smile or a tear, 
Listened my Mary O’Shane.
Dear Mary —my Mary—Mary O'Shane.

Drawn away one sweet night by the moon's gentle light, 
My steps wandered down to the main—

When the first wave that beat cast up at my feet
The form of my Mary O’Shane.
My Mary—lost Mary - Mary O'Shane.

The »uu beaming now from the hill's smiling brow 
Rests still on that flower-hedged lane ;

But no more can it rise on the soul-beaming eyes, 
The eyes of sweet Mary O Shane.
Dear Mary—loved Mary—Mary O’Shane.

Weary heart, troubled head, gladly sought their last bed, 
Madly prayed for again and again.

Now, with angels above, I have found my lost love, 
I have clasped sainted Mary O’Shanc.
Angel Mary—my Mary—Mary O’Shanc.”

[March 21, ISsl.

Remarkable as are these communications, “the greatest 
is liehind.” 1 think I shall be pardoned for giving it at 
length. Cavillers might object that the muse, of Southey 
was unequal at hast, in this state, of being—to the 
production of anything at once so solemn, pathetic, and 
beautiful.

POEM.
[Cbiimed to be dietotol by the t<i>iiit of Hubert Sowthry, 

March ‘¿nth, 1851.]
Night overtook me ere my race was run,

And mind, which is the chariot of the soul,
Whose wheels revolve in radiance like the suu,

Uttering glorious music, as they roll
Toward the eternal goal,

With sudden shock stood still. She heard the boom
Of thunders. Many cataracts seemed to pour

From the invisible mountains. Through the gloom
Flowed fathomless waters. Then 1 knew no more 

But this—that thought was o'er.

As one who, drowning, feels his anguish cease. 
And clasps his doom, a pale but gentle bride, 

And yields his soul to slumber and sweet peace, 
Yet thrills when living shapes the waves divide, 

And moveth with the tide ;
So. sinking deep beneath the unknown sea

Of intellectual sleep, I rested there—
I knew 1 was not dead, though soon to be, 

But still alive to love, to loving care, 
To sunshine—and to prayer.

And life, and death, and immortality,
Each of my being held a separate part,

Life there, as sap within an o'erblown tree, 
Death there, as frost with intermitting smart — 

But, in the secret heart,
The sense of immortality, the breath 

Of being, indestructible, the trust
In Christ, of final triumph over death, 

And spiritual blossoming from dust, 
And Heaven with all the just.

The sold, like some sweet flower-bud, yet unblown, 
Lay tranced in beauty in its silent cell;

The spirit slept, but dreamed of worlds unknown, 
As dreams the chrysalid within its shell, 

Ere summer breathes its spell.
But slumber grew more deep till morning broke—

The Sabbath morning of the holy skies ;
An angel touched my eyelids, and I woke—

A voice of tenderes! love said, “Spirit, rise.”
I lifted up mine eyes—

And lo ! I was in Paradise. The beams
< >f morning shone o’er landscapes green and gold, 

O’er trees with star-like clusters, o’er the streams
Of crystal, and o'er many a tented fold.

A patriarch, as, of old,
Melchisedec might have approached a guest,

Drew near me as id reverent awe I bent,
And bade me welcome to the land of rest,

And led me upward, wondering as I went,
Into his milk-white tent. ”

From whatever sphere these noble lines may have 
emanated, readei-s will probably agree with me that the 
story of the slow sad shipwreck of a gifted mind has seldom 
lieen so pathetically told.

Henry Spicer.

THE MAGNETESCOPE.
To the Editor of “Licht.''

Siu, In Dr. Leger's perfected instrument, “insulation ’’ was 
carefully secured.

As regards the conducting properties of silk, Mr. Young has 
replied to his own question.

If that gentleman or any one interested in the matter will 
have patience until the work on the magnétoscope (now 
approaching completion) is ready, he will gather from it all 
necessary information for constructing the instrument hitnself, 
or obtaining it by purchase at a moderate price.—Yours faith
fully, Henry Spk f.r.
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MATERIALISATION OF A MOTHER AND INFANT.

1 have not found time to write to you of late. Mr Bastian's 
firm resolve not to use his gifts except for healing, and, very 
infrequently, for recondite manifestations, has also hindered ; 
for reports of seances bring requests that cannot be granted. 
There was one manifestation, however, in our winter seances, 
that was so curious that I send it you for publication if you 
think fit. A member of our circle, of whom 1 had no know
ledge except from sitting with him, said he should be glad to see 
his only son who died some years ago. 1 somehow got the 
impression that the cliild would appear at our next séance. 
The night was so inclement that the gentleman did not come. 
I was a good deal shocked to see a lady materialised, who held 
in one hand an infant with a fine head and face, and next to no 
body. It looked like a doll made up for the occasion, and I felt 
it almost as an insult ; but soon the spirits improvised a frame 
by putting the two curtains together with an opening, in which 
the beautiful face of the child was shewn in the red light we 
had, so as to look very charming. The next evening the gentle
man attended the séance and I told him that a child had 
appeared. He said, “ My child was still-born, and had a fine 
head, but scarcely any body.” I felt rebuked, but did not tell 
him how I had revolted against the phenomenon. Soon after we 
were settled in the séance the same lady materialised, with the 
same mal-formed infant held in one hand. She proved to be the 
gentleman's first wife, and the mother of the babe. The face 
was again shewn through the improvised frame, and was most 
lovely.

People now-a-days are greatly troubled about identity. Are 
we to suppose that these were a lot of play-acting spirits who 
knew this father’s history, anil got up this representation of 
actual facts in his life ? Or are we to believe that his wife was 
really present with his babe as it was born to them many years 
since ?

The idea of imposition with regard to identity, in an honest 
and cultivated circle of people, seems to me to indicate greater 
credulity than simple belief. As a spirit said to his brother 
here, “ Who is going to take the trouble to personate me to 
impose upon you ? What motive is there 1 Our small affairs 
are our own, and are not of sufficient consequence to induce 
imposition, supposing there were fraudful spirits present,which I 
assure you is not the case, with people of good will. I come 
because I have something to say, to give, or to receive, and I 
come myself, because my love and yours, and the conditions of 
mediumship, enable me to come.”

I often think of facts that I desire to give you, but my time 
is not sufficient. Mary S. G. Nichols.

PRESENTIMENT.
To the Editor of “ Light.”

Sir,—May I be allowed to make a few remarks founded 
on observation and induction on the subject of presentiment 
which is connected with psychical research ?

As far as my own observation, and the examination of cases 
mentioned in books go, I am, at present, inclined to think that 
the following laws apply :—

1. The presentiment more often conies when the seer is 
fasting—e.g., before breakfast. Thus, according to my own 
observation, early morning is the usual time.

2. Presentiments, like dreams of any of the rarer classes, 
usually come in groups. To explain :—For a month or so the seer 
is liable to them. Then they do not occur for some time. This 
explains away two of the commonest objections to this remark
able class of psychical phenomena.

(«) Tliat presentiments do not come when wanted.
(6) That they are often frivolous, and of little importance 

or value to the seer.
The fact is that the liability to them is not continuous, but 

intermittent (as it is with some other psychical phenomena).
3. They frequently (but not always as some suppose, in fact, 

scarcely wo may say generally) refer to death, e.g., the seer is 
often aware tliat he will never meet his friend again, or that 
a death of one dear to him has occurred in a certain locality. I 
am inclined to think that minor presentiments arc more common 
than is supposed, but death presentiments being graver and 
more important are usually recollected and noticed, while the 
others attract little attention.

4. As to the theory that only presentiments which come true 
are noted but the others arc forgotten, I may say that my 
own experience is that most presentiments come true, though 
some fail (more often partially than entirely).

5. As far as my observation goes the phenomenon of presenti
ments occurs thus. In addition to the visible world seen by the 
retina of the eye, an apparition occurs to the inner eye (the optic 
nerve !), something like the double picture in a dissolving view. 
When the will allows it this dominates. To explain by an 
instanceAubrey relates how a Highland seer said that a plank 
which he saw a man working at in making a bed would be part 
of a coffin. He was jested at, but it came true. In three days 
the man’s child died and that plank was used in the coffin. In 
this case the bedstead would dissolve and a coffin appear 
instead.

<>. As to sound presentiment it comes in the form of a “still
small voice ” as from a distance.

Penwith.

GOD AND NATURE.
To the Editor of “ Light.”

Sir,—When so many modern thinkers are looking into these 
profound mysteries, I shall be glad if you can find room for this 
passage from a work of Bbhme’s so extremely scarce that readers 
who value his testimony are unlikely to have seen this part of it. 
Peculiarities in style, in any contemporary medium, are borne 
with for the sake of the message conveyed ; for a medium of 
the seventeenth century I claim ecpial indulgence.

A.. J. Pexny.
“ The Abyssal Will out of the Eternal Word of the Separ

ability, introdueeth itself in the creaturely word, viz., in the 
root of the creaturely soul, into an Ens and substance, after that 
kind and manner, as the outbreathirg of God, with the Separ
ability of the Eternal willing, hath introduced itself with the 
visible world into manifold properties, viz., into Evil and Good, 
into love and enmity : that in such a contrary, the substance 
may become separable, or distinct, formable, perceptible and 
inventible ; and that everything in such contrary may become 
perceptible to itself.

“ For in God all substances are but one substance, an 
Eternal one, the Eternal, One Only Good ; which Eternal Ono 
without separability or distinguibility would not be manifested or 
revealed to itself. Therefore hath the same outbreathed out of 
itself, that a multiplicity and separability might originate or 
exist: which separability or distinguibility hath introduced 
itself into own-self willing, and into properties ; and the pro
perties into desire, and the desire into substance.

“ So that all things of the visible world, both animate and 
inanimate, might originate or exist, out of the Separability or 
distinguibility of the out-speaking Word, out of the root of the 
Great Mystery...................................

“ Everything hath its separation or distinction in itself. 
The Centre of evetything is /*fjirit,  from the original of the 
Word. The separation or distinction in the thing is own self-will, 
its own self-impression or compaction ; where every Spirit intro
duced! itself into substance, according to its essential desire.

“ The formability of bodies existeth out of the experience of 
the willing, where every thing's centre, as a piece of the outspoken 
Word, re-out speaketh itself, and compriseth or frameth itself 
into separability or distinguibility, after the kind and manner 
of the Divine Speaking.

“ And so now if in this outspeaking there were no Dieine 
or Free Hill, then the speaking would have a late and would 
stand or be in or under compulsion or subjection, and no desire 
or longing delight might exist ; and then the speaking were 
finite and inchoative, which it is not.

“ But it is the Breathing of the Abyss and a separability or dis
tinguibility of the Eternal Stillness, an outparting or dis
tributing of itself, where the partability standeth again in 
its own self separability, in an own self willing, and is again an 
out-speaking of itself, out of which Nature and the Creaturely 
Life hath taken its original.

“ And hencoin everything, an own self-will is existed, so that 
everything introdueeth itself, cut of its own experience into form 
and shape, condition or constitution, as also into a life and 
working, as in its centre it standeth in the universal experience, 
viz., in the Great Mystery, in the mother of all substances and 
things. . . .”

“ Every centre maketh its ov n outbreathing, nature, and 
substance, out of itself ; and yet all originated out of the 
Eternal One.”*

It is a strange way of shewing our love and reverence for tho 
Creator, to be peqietually condemning and reviling everything 
that He has created. Were you to tell a poet that his poems are 
detestable, would he thank you for the compliment ?

•J. Biihme’s “ Brief Explanation of the Knowledge of God." From par. 7 to SO. 
Written in MSL
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SEANCES WITH MISS WOOD.
Since the publication of my report, in last week's issue, upon 

the successful seances we have had with Miss Wood, 1 have re
ceived several letters from various Spiritualists expressing their 
satisfaction at the results. It is gratifying in the highest degree 
to those who have advocated the views contained in the recent 
circular as published in “Licht,” and signed by such a large 
number of well-known and representative Spiritualists, to Hud 
that there exists a widespread appreciation of the method 
suggested therein, viz., having the medium in sight of the 
sitters during the séance so that the form and medium may be 
seen at the same time. Every day shews the strong advisability 
of such a course, so that doubtful phenomena and gross impos
ture may be put from our midst. Surely it is better to be with
out this phase of spiritualistic phenomena altogether than that 
we should have a continuous repetition of those disastrous ex
posures which from time to time hold our movement up to 
ridicule. The following encouraging and sympathetic note has 
been sent in regard to the report of last week, from Mr. Charles 
Blackbum, which I hope you will kindly publish.

Henry Burton,

Dear Sir,—In “ Light ” of this week I am glad to notice 
your report that your séances with Miss Wood, by continued 
perseverance, are resuming their old force. What has occurred 
shews to those who desire to seize “ Pocha,” or other genuine 
forms, the immense damage and injury they do to the mediums 
through whom the forms are produced. It has taken some 
months to recuperate Miss Wood, and even yet sho is far from 
recovered from the shock she sustained, or the forms would 
come out more quick ly and better. You cannot force success by 
holding seances just in any way you like, without the consent of 
the spirits and the medium. Although the medium may oblige 
you, in order to shew her honourableness, still she knows that 
it is by sitting inside a cabinet that she has had the most certain 
success. I would resort to it again until she is stronger, and if 
you ask the spirits to assist you in what you want, they will, in 
time, do everything to your satisfaction.—Yours truly,

Chas. Blackburn.
Mr. H. Burton,

3, Clitford-street, Bykcr,
N e wcastle-on-Tyne.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

Contribute!» by John S. Farmer.

The " Rallglo-Phllosophlcal Journal.”
The Journal is very much alive. There are many who 

admire its courage in defending the right and exposing fraud, 
even when not altogether able to approve of the nioiZas operand;, 
which is essentially transatlantic in character. Wo soon 
discern that American and English journalism are marked 
by several broad lines of distinction, and what would seem 
outre here would there passcun-ent as coin of the realm—i.e., if 
America lias “a realm,” of which we are not quite sure. Most 
of the readers of “ Light ” will, however, be able to shake 
hands with those of our Chicago contemporary. The policy of 
the two papers is one, although the means adopted to the end 
are slightly different. The Religio this week does not lack 
evidence of the fact that they have not quite finished setting 
their house in order in America yet. There are still some 
tricksters passing as mediums, who manage to gull the public. 
We are beginning to feel more and more convinced every day 
that the action taken some time since with a view to abolishing 
the public dark circle was and is justified by events, and that 
the simplest phenomena in the light are the only ones Spiritualists 
are wise in putting before a naturally ignorant (at first) though 
curious public. This time it is a Mr. Briggs, of Boston, who is 
shewn up. We note with pleasure also that amidst all the din 
of war on fraud, the application of the realities of Spiritualism 
to daily life and thought is not forgotten. A true key note is 
struck in the editorial entitled “ Spirit Work.” It is, curiously 
enough, the same as that which was, quite unintentionally, we 
believe, struck in the editorial of the present issue of “ Light,” 
viz., the responsibility of Spiritualists. It is pointed out that 
it would be well if Spiritualists seriously asked themselves what 
they have fitted themselves to do in spirit life. They are 
soon going to stop making money ; the fashion of their clothes 
will trouble them no more ; politics will not interest them, and 
mere wonder-hunters will have nothing to do. “ Have you 
thought, Spiritualists of to-day, what there is to be done that 
you would like to do ? Have you prepared yourself to take up

that work, when all earth's work of necessity must cease 1 Are 
you trying to spread the truth which is such a joy to your own 
soul <....................You cannot teach, you say, but you can
help sustain those who do......................... It is your need, not
your brother's, we are urging. Not for God’s sake, not for 
truth's sake, not for humanity's sake, for these have not 
noticeably stirred you as yet, but for your own sake, do we urge 
that you should improve, my seek for, opportunities to do 
good to your neighbour, the one nearest to you.” Sound sense 
in that; now please turn to [»age 138 and read “The Work of 
the C. A.S.”

SPIRITUALISM IN LONDON & THE PROVINCES.

METROPOLITAN SPIRITUAL LYCEUM,
Sr. Axurkw’m Hall, 14, Newman Street, Oxroiti» Street, Lomh»x.

The introduction of the subject, “ Spiritualism as a Personal 
Need,” unquestionably [»laced the audience at this hall, on 
Sunday last, fairly and squarely in the presence of some of the 
supreme realities of life. These realities are essentially indi
vidual in their application : the need of a due appreciation of 
them conspicuously personal : and Spiritualism alone res[»onds 
to the exigencies of the situation ; for while it expounds theories 
and facts upon the nature, qualities, and consequences of Being, 
it necessarily supplies motives for conduct of an urgent and con
straining character which cannot well fail to influence individual 
life everywhere. Our spiritual origin, sustained relations with 
other spirits.and common interdependence, viewed in association 
with the all-pervading spirit of the one un iversal Father, gave 
occasion to the lecturer to connect the duties of life with 
its essence, and both with Spiritualism, in a form which 
exhibited Ver»- clearly the personal need of a diligent cultivation 
of the resources, and a loyal obedience to the teachings, of our 
inspiring faith. The subject is thus n aturally divided into two 
parts : the inherent quality of the life—upon which these Ccon- 
trols have been gradually building up their views of the Divinity 
in human nature—and the incumbent obligation to aid its 
righteous development. Under neither aspect is there way of 
escape for any of us, so that the personal need of an acquain
tance with the unique source of effective enlightenment is put 
beyond possibility of controversy. Our own Poet Laureate 
asks,

. . . What am I?” 
and himself promptly answers,

“ An infant crying in the night, 
An infant crying for the light.”

The grow th of a single blade of grass is a mystery to us: our 
own thoughts, groping in the dark, are mysteries and the source 
of mystery ; and neither the philosophy nor the religion, the 
politics nor the social ethics of the day,contribute much to the solu
tion of the problems of life.upon which it is the special province of 
Spiritualism to speak with the precision a d authority of cer
tain knowledge of their issues. That which gives importance 
to these problems—and which, in fact, qualifies them in a 
manner so essential that we fe 1 instinctively the inadequacy of 
any elucidation fro o which it is excluded—is the question of 
the “Life b;yond the Grave.” Spiritualism speaks authori
tatively upon that point, and describes the character and con
tingencies of that life. It brings us face to face with our loved 
ami otherwise lost friends and relatives, who have themselves 
proved, and are always ready to certify, that death is transition 
only — a Divine and beautiful providence, securing and 
guaranteeing that continuance of life needful for the perfection 
of Being, for which our experience and conduct here furnish 
the preliminary, elementary conditions. Facts of this 
nature reach those who think and investigate for themselves, 
and feel their personal need of them; and in their influence they 
promptly change the whole current of thought and action of 
individual life on earth. For the dominant truth of the involved 
lives—of the present struggle and its immortal outgrowth, that 
is to say—is, that as we cultivate our better nature here by work 
and effort for the benefit of the spiritually dark and mentally 
ignorant, finding our own in others’ good, so do we elaborate our 
own future and construct our eventual surroundings, the degree 
of the happiness associated therewith being proportionate to the 
quality of this probationary term. Is it possible to suggest any 
more powerful motive for righteous living than this, when the 
cardinal fact of our immortality is kept in view, or to indicate 
more clearly the personal nature of the need of Spiritualism I 
The lecturer insisted, as often before, upon the actively beneficial 
influences of these considerations upon every-day duties, nowand 
here, and pointedly contrasted the cogency of their motive power 
withthatofthe miserable delusion whichwould simplyseekto com
fort the forlorn and wretched of this world by a promise that, if 
they will but accept the doctrines imposed upon them and con
sent to receive of the righteousness of another, all may perhaps 
be right hereafter. The most potent emotion of hum »n nature is 
the offspring of its religious element; rightly used and nurtured 
it is capable of ministering to the rapid and healthy progress of 
its subject; perverted, darkened, weakened, the end is revul
sion, materialism is preferred, and life is poisoned at the very 
source of its higher qualities. Spiritualism, in fact, answers
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every human need of to-day, lightens trials and hardships, 
effects an absolute revolution in individual character, and is, 
under every aspect, and beyond all question, a personal need. It 
is not possible, under this summary form, to follow the lecturer 
into all those instructive details of individual, social, political, 
scientific and religious life and duty, which constitute the special 
charmandvalueofthisseries of discourses, nor toconvey otherwise 
than by textual quotation, any fair notion of the beauty and rich
ness of the language, or the coherence of the comprehensive and 
exhaustive argument, so invariably conspicuous, whatever the 
subject matter. Such features can only be attirmed and then 
verified as opportunity serves. On Sunday last these illustrative 
references were numerous and especially effective, covering, for 
example, very just and earnest deprecation of the misrepresenta
tions of Spiritualism by the public Press, urging resistance to, 
and correction of, that form of defamation as a duty not less 
towards the radiant angcl-hosts than to ourselves and our faith ; 
passing then to a searching criticism of existing political, social, 
and religious combinations, and exposing the inherent intoler
ance, weakness and oppression of these as affecting individual 
life—and especially the life of the poor ; affirming that a per
sonal appreciation of the facts and teachings of Spiritualism 
would presently reach to the roots of such evils and dis
perse the conditions which favour them. We were urged 
to get outside of crecdal dogmatism, . and to stand 
evenly with the facts of nature ; to recognise the obligations 
of existence, and the personal nature of the necessity of heeding 
them, if Spiritualism is to achieve its mission with the individual. 
He alone is great who is good, and he good who labours for the 
improvement and elevation of his fellows. If ourselves assured 
that Spiritualism is a personal need, regulating thought,expanding 
mind, influencing action and generally conveying truth to us in 
a form felt to be essential to our happiness and progress, let us, 
while thanking God for the light, be unwearied and always 
earnest in our efforts to extend its blessings to others.

After the delivery of the address, so inadequately described 
by the preceding summary, the lecturer, Mr. Morse, in his 
normal condition, spoke very feelingly upon the recent bereave
ment of that earnest Spiritualist and able and zealous worker, 
Mr. E. Dawson Rogers, whose younger son passed away on 
Friday last, after a very brief illness, and invited the congrega
tion to express, by a “ rising vote,” their sympathy with the 
afflicted family. The suggestion was responded to with touching 
unanimity and stillness, and the service was closed, upon the 
impulse of the moment by Mrs. Williams, who was in charge of 
the organ, by the substitution for the prescribed voluntary of 
Handel’s affecting “Dead March” in “Saul.”—S.B.

QUEBEC HALL.
Sunday evening’s lecture in this hall, by Mr. MacDonnell, 

was of much interest to Spiritualists, being on the Miracles of 
Christ. The lecturer maintained that the spiritual powers and 
resources of such a being as Jesus was, were equal to every
thing recorded of Him. Hume’s argument of the greater 
likelihood of testimony being false than of miracles being true, 
was fairly answered in the humorous supposition of a Chinese 
traveller, who related his having seen a balloon -ascent in Eng
land. The Emperor thought it more likely he was inventing 
lies than that a great bag, as big as a house, filled with something, 
lifted three men from the earth above the clouds and carried 
them away, and for these supposed lies the man was flayed 
alive. The miracle workers of ancient and modern days were 
shewn to be demonstrators of a great spiritual power ; and the 
concluding exhortation to imitate the life of the great miracle 
worker was reasonable and appropriate. Of course, a friendly 
discussion followed, in which the lecturer had sceptics of 
various shades to answer. We were pleased to see a good 
attendance of earm st thinking people.—Con.

LIVERPOOL.
During the last few weeks an active correspondence in the 

local papers on the subjects of Spiritualism and Thought-reading 
has kept the attention of the public alive on those and kindred 
matters, Mr. John Fowler and the Rev. J. H. Skewes paying 
special attention to each other. The last named gentleman last 
Friday had a meeting in his school-room, Milton-strect, called 
by public advertisement, to consider the subjects of Thought- 
reaaing and Magnetism, when a lively discussion took place, 
many Spiritualists being present. A proposal was made and 
adopted that. a society be formed, to investigate these and 
kindred subjects ; but a significant paragraph appeared in the 
Mercury, on Monday, from Mr. Skewes, stating that the 
meeting held on the preceding Friday had nothing to do 
with Spirifualism.

Last Sunday Mrs. Britten again occupied the platform at 
Rodney Hall ; the subjects being, in the morning, “ Witch
craft, Sorcery, Divination,”&c.,and in the evening, “ The Second 
Coming of Christ.” The hall was crowded, all sitting and stand
ing-room being occupied. The closest attention was paid to the 
lecturer, while she passed in review the religious systems of 
past ages, their developments and decadence, the appear
ance at different epochs of Avatars, Messiahs, and Saviours, 

&c. She contended that the Divine, or Christ Spirit, was in 
our midst to-day, of which all could avail themselves, and a 
practical knowledge of which would furnish the people, from 
prince to peasant,with a knowledge of Godand Immortality ; and 
thus the true teaching of the Lord of the kingdom would be 
fully realised when men would learn to love God and each other.

On Monday evening a meeting of a most interesting character 
took place in Hamilton-road Lecture Hall, Everton, Mrs. Britten 
kindly again being the speaker. Her subject was * ‘ The Ministry 
of Angels.” The hall was full, a charge of Is. being made for 
the front seats, and the back seats being free, with a collection. 
A number of questions were asked at the close, and most 
admirably replied to by the lecturer. It is intended to continue 
these week evening lectures, a sub-committee of young men 
connected with the Society having been formed to carry them 
on, the intention being to secure halls in different parts of 
the town, where lectures can be delivered on the Monday 
evenings. At the Monday evening meeting some of Rev. J. H. 
Skewes’ friends delivered to the audience as they entered a 
circular, announcing a special sermon on Easter Sunday on 
Spiritualism, stating that Spiritualists deny the resurrection of 
Christ, and of all others ! C. F.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
Newcastle.—Last Sunday evening the members at Weirs 

Court were favoured with an address from Mr. J. G. Grey, of 
Gateshead, on “ Spiritualism.” The speaker discoursed upon 
the various phases of the movement in a manner very acceptable 
to the good audience present. Mr. Thompson, vice-president of 
the society, occupied the chair.—During last week we had the 
pleasure of hearing Dr. Nichols, of London, discourse in the 
Central Hall, Hood-street, upon “ Vegetarianism ; ” and on the 
Thursday evening, on the platform of the N.S. E.S., to a large 
company, he interested us with a narrative of his “ Twenty 
years’experience in Spiritualism.” A number of non-Spiritual- 
ists were present, and were very much struck with the remark
able facts and phenomena to which ho attested. We believe his 
presence at Weirs Court will do a great deal of good in giving 
some fresh impetus to the movement at that place. Mr. T. P. 
Barkas occupied the chair, and made some opportune remarks 
upon the subject of Spiritualism.

Gateshead. —Mr. Joseph Stephenson, vice-president of the 
Gateshead Society, gave an admirable lecture to a fairly good 
audience on Sunday evening last, upon Spiritualism as a 
Religion. On Sunday next, Mr. Robson, of Byker, a new 
but able trance speaker, will occupy the platform. The Gates
head friends desire that those who are in any way favourably 
disposed toward them, will remember that the annual tea 
meeting and concert will be held at their rooms, on Easter 
Monday.

Holghton-le-Spking.—The new and growing society at this 
place had the pleasure of listening to a discourse last Sunday 
evening, from Mr. Henry Burton, of Fewcastle, on “The Spirit 
of the Age.” He endeavoured to shew that every epoch of the 
world’s history was dominated by a master idea, which, in what
ever direction it might work, tended to give a great impetus 
to the progress of humanity. After shewing how in several 
marked epochs mankind, having gravitated downwards and 
become sunk in doubt and indifference, received an impulse 
that incited them to higher action, l.c shewed how in this 
present nineteenth century, man possessing so vast a scientific 
knowledge and wider methods of education, and not being able 
to procure a scrap of definite knowledge upon this great problem 
of spirit, was gradually and surely steering toward a materialism 
which was a practical Atheism, when Spiritualism, like a new 
and potent revelation, descended upon man, and with its far- 
reaching tendencies was beginning to afford to the human race 
a new and broader social, political, scientific and religious life 
than ever it has hitherto had. Mr. Cooper occupied the chair.

Hetton-le-Hole.—Mr. J. W. Mahony lectured on “Man 
a Spirit,” at the Miners’ Hall, on Sunday evening last. The 
company was a good one, and Mr. Mahony delivered himself 
in his usual able and terse style. Mr. W. Clennall officiated 
as chairman.

Northumbria.

The British Theosophical Society.—Important changes 
have just occurred in our London Branch. From a recent letter 
from our esteemed friend and brother, Mr. C. C. Massey, we 
learn that on Sunday, January 7th, the annual election for 
officers resulted in the choice of Dr. Anna Kingsford as Presi
dent and Mr. Edward Maitland, an eminent writer, and Dr. 
George Wyld, late President of the Branch, as Vice-Presidents 
for the ensuing year. Dr. Kingsford is perhaps the best person 
in England to head a moral and spiritual movement of the 
character of ours. Whether considered as regards her practical 
knowledge of certain branches of physical science, her personal 
elevation of character, or her spiritual endowments, she is one 
to command universal respect. As to Mr. Edward Maitland it 
suffices to say that he is fully worthy and competent to be 
her coadjutor.—Theosophist for March.

Words, like bellows, often blow a spark into a flame : the 
fire that wants vent will suppress itself,
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CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.
(1H7A which u Incorporated the British National Association 

of Spiritualists. Established 1872.)
38,“GREAT RUSSELL ST., BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, W.C 

(Entrance in WOBURN STREET.)

This Association was formed for the purpose of unitine Spiritualists of 
every variety of opinion in an organised body, with a view of promoting the 
Investigation of the facts of Spiritualism, and of aiding students and enquirers 
in their researches by providing them with the best means of investigation.

The Association is governed by a President, Vice-Presidents, and a Council of 
thirty Members elected annually.

The Reference and Lending Libraries contain a large collection of the best 
works on Spiritualism and occult subjects. Spiritualist and other newspapers 
and periodicals from all parts of the world are regularly supplied for the Reading 
Room, to which Members have access daily.

The Secretary, or his representative, is in attendance to receive visitor«, and 
answer enquiries; on Saturdays, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.; on other da>> from 
2 p.m. to 9 P.m. On Sundays the Rooms are closed."’

Spiritualists and others’visiting the Metropolis are cordially invited to vi-dt 
the Association and inspect the various objects of iuterostwm view in the Roading 
Room and Library.» Information is cheerfully afforded to enquirers uu all 
questions affecting Spiritualism.

Members' Free Seances are bold on Wednesday evenings, at R o'clock prompt 
subject to certain regulations, which can be ascertained on application.

Discussion Meetings are held fortnightly during the winter months. Admission 
free to Members and Subscribers, who can’introduce one or more friends to each 
meeting. Programmes can be obtained on application «luring t he winter >eason.

Soirees, at which all friends are welcome, ate held at interval« during the 
season. An admission fee is charged, including refreshments.

Per annum.
TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP. JC b. d

Country members, with privilege of voting at all General Meeting?, 
and the right of tuing the Libraries when visiting London....0 10 6

Town members, with privilege of voting at all General Meetings, the 
use of Rending Room ard Reference Library, and the right of taking 
nut one volume from the Lending Library’ .......... .................. 1 1 0

Town members to be understood ns those residing within the Metropolitan 
postal district.

Licht refreshments are provided at moderate charge?.
Prospectuses of the Association an<l forms of application for Membership 

can also bo procured from the several allied Societies nt home and abroad.
All communications and enquiries should be addressed to the Resident Secre

tary, Mr. Tuoh. Blyton, 38, Great Riissell-streot, W.C., and Post Office Orders 
made payable to him nt the Groat Ru«soll-street Post Office. Cheques to be 
crossed “ London and General Bank. Limited.”

COUNCIL.
Adshcnd, W. P., Derby House, Helper, Derbyshire.
Allan, G. P., 181, St. George’s street, E.
Arnndale, Mibb F.. 77, Elgin-crescent, Notting Hill, W.
Barrett, F., Hawthornden, Lcacroft. Staines.
Bennett, F. T.. 8. The Gre*n,  Richmond.
Bowman, J., 65, Jainaica-street. Glasgow.
•Britton, Sandys (of Metiopolitan Spiritual Lyceum), 21, Canonbury Park 

South, N.
♦Burton, Henry (of Gateshead Society) 3, Clifford Street, Byker, Newcastle. 

on-Tyne.
Coffin, Walter H., F.L.S., F.C.S., Junior Athenaeum Club, Piccadilly.
Damiani, Signor G , 29, Odville.ruad, Notting EI>11« W.
‘Dnnn, James (of the South Durham District Association), 68, Simp«on.?trn'»t, 

New Shildon.
Edmands, T. H., care of Rev. H. F. Limpus. The Vicara-ro. Twickenham.
Farmer, John S., 4. Now Bridge-stro>’t, Lndgate-circu«-, E.U.
FitzGerald, Mrs., 19, Cambridgo-street, Hyde Park.square. W.
FitzGerald, Desmond, G., M.S.Tel. E., G, Akerman-road. Brixton, S.W.
FitzGerald. Mrs. Desmond, G.. 6. Ak^rinan-road. Brixton, S.W.
Groen, G. F., 1G. Vicarage Park, Plumstead, Kent.
•Greenwell, J. N. (of Dahton Association), 53, Sigdon road, Da'ston, E.
Houghton, Miss, 20, Delamero-eirscent. Westbourne-squarc, W.
Isham, Sir Charles, Bart., Lamport Hall. Northampton.
Lamont, J.,45, P~escott-strcct, Liverpool.
♦Larrad, E. (of the Leicester Society), 10, Edwin -street, Leicester.
Men gons, J, G., The Manor House, I’enge, 8.E.. and 3, Churohdnne. Calcutta.
•Miks, J. G. (of Cardiff Society). Preston Huiuo, Wyndham-crescent. Cardiff.
Morse, J. J.. 53, Sigdon-road, Dniston, E.
Newton, W., 11, Mitre-court Chambers. Temple, E,C.
Pearce, R.. Lannrth House. Holder’s Hill. Herndon, *LW.
Pearson, Cornelius. 15, Hnrpnr-strcet, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Pickcrsgill, W.C.. 3, Blandford-sqtiave. N.W.
Potts, G. H.,55, Cavorsbam-rcad, N.W.
•Robertson. James (of Glasgow Association), 36, G-^rturk-street, Goranhill.

Glasgow*.
Rogers, E. Dawson, Rose Villa, Church End. Finchley. N.
Roudi, Signor Enrico, 22. Montagn-plnc-a, Russell-sqiiarc, W.C.
•Sloman, J. Bowring, Plympton, Devon.
Theobald, Morell, F.C.A., 62. Granville Park, Blackheath, S.E.
Williams. Mrs. Mary L. S„ S7, Highbury New-park. N.
Witlmll, H., 6, Angell Park-gardens, Brixton, S.W.
Withall, Miss H., 5, Angell Park-gardens, Brixton. 8.W.
♦Wortley, Rd. (of Central London Spiritual Evidence Society), Summerland

Villa, 1’nrking-road, Plaistow, E.
[•Ropro^ontntivps of APied Societies who are ex ojiieio member« of the Council^ 

President.
E. Dawtion Rogers, Esq.

V icr-Presidentn.
Mrs. FitzGerald. Desmond G. FitzGerald, Esq., M.S.Tcl.E.

Morell Theobald. Esq,, F.C.A.
AUDITORS.

Rd. Pearce, Esq. Sandys Britton, Esq.
Hon. Treasurer.

Morell Theobald, Esq.. F.C.A.
Resident Secretary.

Mr, Thos. Blyton, 38, Great Russell.strect, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

HONORARY OR CORRESPONDING MEMBERS.
His Imperial Highness Nicholas, Duke of Lenclitenberg, St. Petersburg 

Russia.
Ahmed Ra««lm Pasha, Khan de Ras® lai Pasha a Balidj£, Caponasou, Con*  

stantinople.
The Baron Von Vay. President of the Spiritual Society nt Posth.
The Baroness Adelina Von Vay, Gonobitz, bei Potscbacb, Styria, viA Gratz 

Austria.
The Baroness GuldonMUblie, 29, Rue do Treviso, Paris.
Colonel Dou Santiago Bassols y Folguera, Madrid.
El Visconde de Torres-Solano Madrid.
The Hon. Alexander Aksakof, Russian Imperial Councillor, Nevsky Prospect, 

6, St. Petersburg.
Signor Sebastiano Feuzi. Firenze,Italy.
Herr Constantin Delbez, Wien, Austria.
J M. Peebles, Esq., Hammonton, Atlantic Co., New Jersey, U.S.A.
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Chicago, U.S.A.
Miss Anna Blackwell. La Tresororie. Wimille. Bou1ogne-sur-Mer.
Baboo Peary Chand Mittra, Metcalfe Hall, Calcutta.
James Mylne, Esq., Behcee, East Indian Railway, Bengal.
Mrs. Emma Hardinge-Britten, The Limes, Humphrey Street, Cheetham Hill, 

Manchester.
A J. Riko, Esq., Noordeinde, 198,The Hainie, Holland.

Dr. Maximilian Pet ty, Professor of Natural Science, Berne, Swltzerlau«!.
Dr. Franz lloffmunu, Professor of Philosophy, Wiirzberg University, Germany 
Gregor (’. Wittig, E*q.,  Korn irstrasse, 2n, Leipzig. Germany.
W. H. Terry, E«q.,8l. Rn««ell-street, Melbourne. Victoria, Australia. 
M.Leymnrie, '».Rue N'ritve des Petits Champ«, Pnlai- Royal, Paru.
H. T. Child, Esq., M.D., 634. Race-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
E. Crowell, Esq., M D., 19»>, CUnton-avenn?, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.
G. L. Ditson, Etq., M.D., Malden. Massachusetts, U.S.A.
J. Murray Spear, Esq..2,2lrt, Mount Venioti-strcct. Philadelphia.
Mrs. J. M. Spear, 2.210. Mount Vernon«?*r8it,  Philadelphia.
J. H. Glvdshuios, Esq., Merignnc, Gironde, France.
Samnel Chinnery, Esq.
Bev. Samuel Watson, Memphis Tennessee, U.S.A.
Luther Colby, Esq,, 9, Motitgouiery-plne«*,  Bo-bm, U.S.A.
M. de Bassntnpicrre, 285, Chaussée St. Pierre, Etterbeek, Brussels.
M A. Anthehue l-'ritz.
Lieut..Col. P. Jacoby, 11, Rue de Vienne, Brussel«, 
Z. Test, Esq., M. D., Union Spring«, Caruga Co., New York. 
Comte do Bullet, Hotel de l'Athenre, Rue Scribe, Paris.
J. L. O’Sullivan. E«q., 30. Upper Gkmce«ter-pl:i-*e,  Dorset-«qiiare, London, N.W 
Captain R. F. Burton, F.R.G.8., II.M. Consul, Trieste, Austria, 
A. IL Wallace. E«q., F.R.G.S., Nutwood Cottage, Frith Hill, Godai ning.
I«iiac B. Rich, Emi , 9, Montguiuery-plnce, Boston, U.S.A.
ALlIle. Huet, 17 », Hue St. Honoré, Pat is.
W. S. Goilbe, E«q., Salt Lake City. Utah, U.S.A.
Dr. Grtiuhut, Wnitzner Bonlerard, 57, Buda-Pesth, Hungary.
J. W. Day. 9. Montgotuery-placo, Boston, U.S.A.
Mrs. Frances V. Hallock, S3, Wool-lane, Shepherd’s Bu?h, W.
signor Damintii, 2’, Colville-road, Notting Hill, W.
Dr. Pih'l, 73. Boulevard Bvaumarchai-, Pan«.
’I?rr J. Ù. Stratil, Mo iling, is, Brubler-Alra-sc, near Vienna.
M. Cochet. Rue Tangier. Algiers.
Berk*  T. Hiitchijuon, Esq., L.D.S., R.C.S.I., 2, Now-street, Cape Town, South 

Africa.
Miss Lizzie Dot on, The Pavilion. Tremont-s*i  net, Boston.
II. J. Newton. Esq., 128 West Rhd-sIrccl, New York.
Dr. Rol>ort Fret«c.
M. C. «le Nappa rd. 41, Rue de Treviso, Paris.
Charles Bl.ukbiirn, E«q.. Blue «bum Park, Didsbnry, near Manchester.
I’bos. Blyton, 38, Great Russell-street, London. W.C.

ALLIED SOCIETIES. ' -,
Home.

Dalston Association of Inquirers into Spiritualism. Hon. Soo. and Repro 
s«*ntativo. —Mr. J. X. Greenwell, 53». 8igdon*road.  Dalston, E.

Brixton Psychological Society. Hon. Sec. —Mr. H. E. Frances, 22, Co.vloy*road,  
Brixton, 8.W.

Liverpool Psychological Society. Hon. Sec.—Mr. John Ainsworth, 21, Long- 
fellow.str.iet, Lodire-lane, Liverpool.

Cardiff Spiritualist Society. Representative—Mr. J. G. Mile®, Preston House, 
Wyndhaui-cre.-cent, Cardiff.

The Groat Yarmouth Association of Investigator.« into Spiritualism. Hon. Seo.
—Mr. R. R. Dale, 3, Wat-r Park.terrace. Sonthtown-road, Great Yarmouth.

Glasgow Association of Spiritualist®. Hon. Sec. —Mr. John MeG. Monro. A3, 
Daisy-street. Govanhtu, Glasgow. Representative.—Mr. Jame? Robertson.

South Durham District Association of Spiritualist*.  Hon See. and Repre
sentative — Mr. James Dnini, 8, Co-operntivc-stievt. Old Shildon, Durham."

Leicester Spirituali-t Society. Hon. Sec —Mr. R Wurhtman, 5G, Cranbourne 
»tr«'«»t, Leicester. Representative.—Mr. E. Larrad.

Gateshead Society for the Investigation of Spiritualism. Hon. Sec.—Mr. T. 
Dawson. 2. Hntt-«troet. Gateshead. Repro«..•ntativo — Mr. Henrv Burton.

North Shields, Spiritual Iiiv«>«tigatton Society. Hon. Sec.—Mr. Thomas N, 
Ab 11er, 22, Snville.street, North Shields.

Central London Spiritual Evidence Society.—Hon. See., Mr. R. W. Li«hman, 
135, Leighton road, Camden Town, N W. R presontativc.—Mr. R. Wortlrr.

Plymouth Free Spiritual Society. lion. Sec. —Mr. R. S. Clarke. 4. Athenæiim- 
terraco. Plymouth. Representative.—Mr. J. Bowring Sloman.

Metropolitan Spiritual Lyceum. Joint Hon. Secretaries.—Jos. N. Greenwell and 
Tbo«. Blyton, .Vt. Sigdon*road,  Dnlston, E. Representative.—Mr. Satulv? 
Britton.

Foreign.
The Spii itor.Fni sehor Society, Buda-Posth. Secretary—M. Anton Proehft«zka, 

JoieMadt. Erzhorxog Aloxander-ga««, 23, Bu<la-Pe«tb, Hungary.
Socicdad E?piriti.«ta E.«p:uK»la, Cervantes, 31. 28, Madrid. President —KI Vjcccnd 

de Torres-Solanot.
Sociedad E^pirita Central <le la Itepublica Mexican*.  President—Befior Refugio 

T. Gonzalez, 7. Calio do Almedo, Mexico.
Sociedad E«pirita <li Bogota, Colombia, South America. President— Hoffer 

Manuel Jo«o Angnrita.
L’Union Rplrite et Magnétique. Secretary—M, Charlo.« Fritz, 121, Rue de 

Louvain, Brussels.
South African Spiritual Evidence Society. Hon. Soo.—A Teague, Esq., 5, 

Grange Street, Cape Town, South Africa.
Société Scientifique D'Etude« Psychologiques, of Paris. Secretary—M. Leymarie, 

5, Rue des Petit «-Champs. Paris.

GOOD TEMPLARS’ WATCHWORD.
The Official Organ of the Grand Lodge of England, and the recog
nised Medium for the Circulation of Official and other Information

to the Order, both in this Country’ and throughout the World.
The “ Watchword ” being an Illustrated Temperance Periodical of 

general interest, containing a weekly record of important events. Original 
Articles, Talcs, Sketches, etc., it« sale is by no means confined to Good Templars, 
as it circulate.-- largely among intinential philanthropists, and other« iiiterestecl 
in tbo Temperance movement, which is becoming increasingly popular in the 
upper circles of Society.
Weekly, One Penny.*  Publishcd nv JOHN KRMPSTER A Co., 3, Bokt 

Court. Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Advertisements should reach the Office not later than 11 o’clock on Wednesday 

Morning in each week.
EXCELLENT MEDIUM FOR ADVERTISERS.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
Current Accounts opened according to the usual practice of other Bankers, 

and Interest allowed on tho minimum monthly balances when not drawn below 
£25. No commission chargeil for keeping Accounts.

The Bank also receives money on Deposit at Three per cent. Interest repayable 
on demand.

Tho Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of charge, the custody of Deeds, 
Writings, and other Sconritie.« and Valuables; the collection of Bills of Exchange, 
Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, on application.
31st March, 1880.FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society’s Annual Receipts 
exceed Four Millions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS
PER MONTH, with immediate Possesion and no Rent to pay. Apply at 

the Office of the Birkbeck Building Society.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE 
SHILLINGS PER MONTH, with immediate possession, either for 

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the Office of the Birkbkcx Fhkehold 
Land Society.

A Pamphlet, with nil particulars, on application.
o , ~ FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
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